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We live in a world that is alive with information and geographies. “Everything happens somewhere” 

(Tosta, 2001). This reality is being exposed in the digital earth technologies providing a  multi-

dimensional, multi-temporal and multi-resolution model of the planet, based on the needs of 

diverse actors: from scientists to decision makers, communities and citizens (Brovelli et al, 2015). We 

are building up a geospatial information infrastructure updated in real time thanks to mobile, 

positioning and sensor observations. Users can navigate, not only through space but also through 

time, to access historical data and future predictions based on social and/or environmental models. 

But how do we find the information about certain geographic locations or localities when it is 

scattered in the cloud and across the web of data behind a diversity of databases, web services and 

hyperlinked pages? We need to be able to link geoinformation together in order to integrate it, 

make sense of it, and use it appropriately for managing the world and making decisions. 

Linking geoinformation together is more difficult than what it first seems. There is such a host of 

data and information from many sources, in many forms, with many varied meanings, using many 

different vocabularies in many different situations and applications (Li et al., 2011). This diversity is 

compounded by the way the information is represented, such as, the many different spatial 

references and coordinate systems used (Wu et al, 2013), to the way the information is presented, 

such as, how web maps are communicated to a wide range of different users (Veenendaal, 2015). 

For example, how do we access and integrate geographic and demographic data (from a GIS 

database in the cloud), environmental sensor data (eg. temperature and rainfall sensor 

observations), hydrological spatial model services (via a geoprocessing web service) and before/after 

imagery to analyse the impact of flood disasters on residents’ health and well-being in a particular 

local community? 

What is required to address this is greater integration of and easy access to diverse data sets, 

services and workflows by users and applications. Greater automation and more intelligence is 

necessary to resolve differences and enable linkage and integration, including vocabularies, 

ontologies, analytical tools, spatial references, modelling environments and geoprocessing 

workflows (Figure 1). The papers in this special issue address a number of important problems 

needed to intelligently link geoinformation in a cloud and web services environment. In particular, 

they address the issues of, linking data from disparate sources into a published geoprocessing 

workflow, integrating and sharing multiple geo-analysis models, enhancing the user map experience 

of gradual content zoom and progressive transfer when accessing geoprocessing web services, and 

providing a user needs driven geo-analytic environment that integrates and orchestrates multiple 

dynamic geoprocessing web services. 
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Figure 1: Workflow to intelligently link geoinformation 

In order to make effective use of the myriads of data accessible on the web, it needs to be linked so 

that it can be appropriately integrated, shared and provide useful information to users and decision-

makers. The concept of Linked Data was coined by Berners-Lee (2006) in the context of the semantic 

web as an important ingredient to the web of data. Data needs to be linked so that persons and 

machines can find related data to be able to explore the web of data. The paper by Yue et al. (2016a) 

uses a Linked Data approach to link together various data resources such as sensors, observations, 

services, workflows and provenance, in a geoprocessing workflow to support semantic integration 

and discovery of geospatial information. In the context of soil moisture data access and query, they 

show how resources such as soil moisture sensor observations, NDVI imagery, and geospatial web 

services such as soil moisture derivation models, were published and chained into a geoprocessing 

workflow to produce a soil moisture map.  

How are multiple geo-analysis models integrated and shared in such a way that providers and users 

can collaborate? The existing web service standards go some way to providing common interfaces, 

but not all aspects of model encapsulation are addressed. Yue et al. (2016b) introduces a geo-

analysis model encapsulation strategy that provides interfaces for model description, execution and 

deployment to support the sharing, re-using and integration of such models in an open web 

environment. A prototype was constructed and the strategies tested using hydrology digital 

elevation models.   

Vario-scale data structures and data underpin the gradual content zoom and progressive transfer of 

vector data for web maps on desktop and mobile devices. It is important to design these correctly so 

that users can obtain a good web map experience when accessing and zooming into web maps on a 

range of devices. Both the geographic context and timely transfer of data at various levels of scale 

needs to be maintained. The work of Huang et al. (2016) focusses on the client in a client-server web 

services environment. They developed data structures for a vario-scale vector representation and 

tested them by experimenting with them in a web client prototype. They showed that these 

structures could progressively update a web map with gradual content zoom. 
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As geospatial web services evolve to provide geospatial data and geoprocessed information, there is 

an increasing need for users to influence and have control over how they explore and interact with 

geospatial information. This then needs to influence how geospatial web services will provide and 

integrate the necessary underlying data and information. Moncrieff et al. (2016) describes a 

framework that extends the WPS approach to enable ongoing exploratory and user driven spatial 

analysis across multiple attributes, datasets and spatial/temporal scales. This visual analytic 

environment is illustrated by a health related case study that integrates the geoprocessing of health 

records and demographic data.  

The role of users in the Geoweb 2.0 world extends to their contribution to the generation of 

geoinformation. The Geoweb 2.0 paradigm means, not only augmented computational power of 

computers, broadband internet communication and new technologies but also, the emergence of 

citizen science and the importance of the crowd. Brovelli et al. (2016) deals with user generated 

content and user participation in GIS by means of mobile-based applications. Starting from several 

examples (e.g. urban monitoring and planning, tourism valorisation) based on software developed 

by the authors, some general conclusions about the ways and needs of user participation are drawn. 

The tools presented are implemented as free and open source, ensuring a high level of re-usability of 

the proposed solutions. 
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